WE'RE ON A MISSION
To Change Your Truck Forever

Truck owners from all over America had a consistent message - There must be a better way to keep tools, gear, and equipment secure and dry while transporting in the bed of their truck.

We listened and developed the perfect solution.

The Stowe Cargo System™ is the world’s first fully integrated cargo management system engineered and designed to fit your pickup truck.

Whether you’re a contractor or weekend warrior; combining the benefits of a Toolbox and Tonneau Cover provides the organization, protection and security you need for your profession and as well as your lifestyle.

ALL NEW
STRONG BOX
(TOOLBOX ONLY)

Only need the toolbox? We’ve got you covered.

The Strong Box provides the same level of integration, protection, security and organization as the complete Stowe Cargo System™ and can easily be upgraded to the full system when you’re ready.

For more info, go to: stowecargo.com

MADE IN
THE USA
The World’s First 2-in-1 Toolbox and Tonneau Cover System for Pickup Trucks.

The Tonneau Cover is Easily Removed to Haul Taller Cargo

For Maximum Security Automotive Grade Stainless Steel Push Button Locks and Certified Latches are used

Drainage Holes & Insulation Properties Makes the Toolbox Great for use as a Cooler.

Automotive Grade Double Bulb Perimeter Seals Create an Excellent Weathertight Environment to Stow Your Gear.

The Toolbox has a 400lb. Load Carrying Capacity and Delivers a Spacious and Organized Storage Area

Truck Tough Powder Coated Cover Rails Seamlessly Integrate With Your Truck’s Styling.

Easy Bolt-On Installation (~90min.)

ARE YOU TIRED OF ROLLING, FLIPPING, STRETCHING, AND PULLING YOUR COVER TO SECURE THEM OVER YOUR TRUCK BED?

Our priorities are Integration, Protection, Security, and Organization.

The Stowe Cargo System™ offers two entry points into your truck’s bed, both serviced by stainless steel push button locks. The Toolbox lid opens to reveal a spacious area which we refer to as “clean space” - An environment where you’ll be comfortable storing your tools, gear, and equipment - Including sensitive items like electronics. Opening the tonneau cover reveals heavy-duty steel hinges that provide side-to-side access by your cargo.

The Stowe Cargo System™ can be installed with basic household tools in less than 2 hours.

WHO WE ARE

The Stowe Cargo System™ is proudly made in America and is precision engineered and manufactured to the highest quality standards.

Our customers tell us the Stowe Cargo System™ is unique in the market and has proven benefits that cannot be found elsewhere. Stowe improves the utility and convenience while enhancing your truck’s visual appeal.

No Flipping, Folding, or Rolling

Integrates with Your Truck’s Sleek Lines

Durable, Automotive Grade Materials

Patented Sealing System

American Made, Michigan Born

We are a team of auto engineers and truck enthusiasts with over 30 years of experience working with the Big Three. The Stowe Cargo System™ is engineered and manufactured just outside of The Motor City to automotive grade standards. Utilizing our knowledge and the trade secrets gathered over the years; we bring to you a Detroit-tough product we proudly stand behind. Get to know us better - Find us on Facebook or Instagram.

When you’re the first to the scene, you and your equipment must be prepared. The fully integrated toolbox is perfect because expensive life-saving cargo remains secure and out of the elements.

- PERRYTON, TX Fire Dept.

One of my biggest concerns when shopping for a toolbox and tonneau cover combo was not only having enough clearance, but also having a product that would seamlessly integrate with my fifth wheel. Stowe delivered on both points.

- JERRY C.

Upgraded from my diamond plated toolbox and tonneau cover setup. Best decision ever.

- MARK O.

Stowe provided a superior level of customer service. They answered my questions and kept me in the loop throughout the entire production and shipment process.

- DAVID F.
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STOWE CARGO SYSTEM

AMERICAN MADE & MICHIGAN BORN.